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Wish Upon A Star - Jasinda Wilder 2021-10-15
Grandma always said dying is the the easy part; it’s the living that’s hard. I’ve been fighting to live since I
was seven years old, and now the doctors say I’m gonna lose that battle soon. I’ve crossed off just about
everything on my bucket list—I’ve seen the Eiffel Tower and the Coliseum and I’ve been swimming in the
Caribbean; I’ve lived like I’m dying, because I am. There’s just one thing left on my list: I want to be a bride.
I want to wear white and have my dad walk me down the aisle. I want a first dance and cake and a night to
feel like a princess…and I want it with Westley Britton. The perfect guy. Musician, actor, and every girl’s
dream man. My dream man. Only, he doesn’t even know I exist. It’s the start of a strange, improbable fairy
tale. When you’re talking about terminal leukemia, happily ever after seems impossible, but when your
celebrity crush and the man of your dreams shows up out of the blue and proposes to you, it makes you feel
like anything is possible. Even that hardest thing: living.
Wish Upon a Star - Holly Lansley 2015-11-07
Baby Bear is afraid of the dark, but when a falling star lands at the end of his garden, he knows he has to be
brave if he wants to go and see it. With his teddy tucked under his arm and Mommy by his side, Baby Bear
ventures into the night, soon discovering a world of magic and moonlight right outside his door. Stunningly
illustrated and beautifully told, this touching bedtime tale is perfect to share with those you love.
When the Earth Shook - Lisa Lucas 2020-03-03
For the 50th anniversary of Earth Day, a mythic framing of climate change and one little girl’s response.
Alya and Atik are stars. Their job is to twinkle in the night sky over Earth, and for billions of years they do it
well. Plants stretch toward them. Animals look up at them. And, eventually, humans gaze up at them and
marvel. But then humans invent powerplants, factories, and cars, and smog pours into Earth’s atmosphere.
It becomes harder and harder for Alya and Atik to do their jobs—until, finally, the stars yell at Earth, and
Earth feels sick and begins to shake, and things look pretty dire. The clueless king’s response is to
command Earth to stop shaking. But a little girl named Axiom tells the king to hush, then tells humans what
they must do to make the Earth feel better. When the Earth Shook provides a mythical framing for kids to
understand that it will be their job to help save the Earth. Bravo, Axiom! Keep using that huge megaphone
until the earth no longer shakes! Axiom’s list of instructions to humans—some well-known and others new
but critically important—appears in the back of the book.
Sheep Won't Sleep - Judy Cox 2017-08-15
Counting sheep is supposed to help you sleep—but a room full of yaks, alpacas, and llamas would keep
anyone awake in this counting book with a comical twist. Winner of the Mathical Book Prize! A glass of
warm milk, reading, working on her knitting—nothing can help Clarissa get to sleep. When even counting
sheep doesn't help her doze off, she tried pairs of alpacas instead. Two, four, six . . . then llamas by fives . . .
then yaks by tens! But no one could sleep with a room full of bouncing, bleating, shedding animals.
Determined to unravel her problem so she can get some sleep, Clarissa counts back down until she's all
alone, and she can finally get some rest. Introducing addition and subtraction by ones, twos, fives, and tens,
Sheep Won't Sleep is part bedtime story, part math practice— and the hilarious illustrations of spotted,
striped, and plaid animals are sure to appeal to imaginative readers of all ages.
Wish Upon a Poopicorn - Danielle McLean 2021-09
Do you know what happens when a unicorn poops? Flowers bloom, fairies cheer and stardust shimmers
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over everything. But best of all . . . if you wish upon a unicorn poop then all your dreams come true! With a
squishy, sparkly foam poop!
The Best Mother - Cynthia Surrisi 2018-04-03
When Maxine wakes up on the wrong side of the bed one morning, she wonders if the problem might be her
mother. What if she could try out a new mom who doesn’t make her brush her teeth or comb her hair?
Enlisting Mom to help her with the search, Maxine interviews various prospects to be her new mother at
the park, the toy store, and the zoo. Unfortunately, these other mothers present a host of new problems and
concerns. Maybe her “old mother” was the best mother of all? For every child who’s ever wondered if the
grass is greener, The Best Mother affirms that there’s nothing better than your own mother’s love.
Mortimer - Robert Munsch 2019-10-21
Mortimer will not be quiet and go to sleep. Not for his mother, or his father, or his seventeen sisters and
brothers, not even for the police. A newly designed Classic Munsch picture book introduces this
unforgettable noise-maker to a new generation of young readers.
Star Light, Star Bright - Melissa Everett 2014-04-01
Star light, star bright, I love to tuck you in ant night; I wish I may, I wish I might, have the wish I wish
tonight. Send your child off to magical dreams with these wonderful wishes every parent hopes are granted
for their little one.Keywords:Re-Versed RhymesLexile: 760LGRL: J
Are You My Monster? - Amanda Noll 2019-08-01
Are You My Monster? is a colorful, funny, first monster book especially for babies and toddlers, inspired by
the award-winning I Need My Monster. Can you help the little boy find the monster that matches his
drawing so he can go to sleep? In Are You My Monster?, a monster-loving boy tries to find his monster. He
compares his drawing—showing a green monster with a long tail, pointy nails, and big teeth—with an
assortment of amusing monsters, until he finds the perfect match. This turns out to be his beloved
STUFFED monster toy. Youngest children will love comparing colors, checking if tails are long or short, if
nails are pointy or round, if teeth are big or small until they, too, find the monster who is a perfect match.
A Wish Upon Jasmine - Laura Florand 2015-09-08
From Reviewers’ Choice Book of the Year nominee and bestselling author Laura Florand: Ruthless. That
was what they said about Damien Rosier. Handsome. Wealthy. Powerful. Merciless. No one messed with his
family, because to do so they would have to get through him. No one thought he had a heart. Not even the
woman he gave his to. Cynical. That was what they said about Jasmin Bianchi. A top perfumer of her
generation, Jess had achieved commercial success by growing a protective shell over a tender heart. The
one time she cracked it open to let Damien in, he crushed it—after a night of unbelievable passion. Lovers.
That one magical night couldn’t survive the harsh light of dawn. When Jess woke up to discover the man in
bed beside her had stolen her company, she fled. Enemies. Now she’s come to the south of France with
something of his. If he wants to reclaim both his family heritage and the woman who walked away from
him, he’s going to have to fight as dirty as only Damien can. But Jess knows how to fight dirty, too. And
these days, she has nothing left to lose. Certainly not her heart. Come explore the south of France, a world
of heat and fragrance and tales as old as time, through the stories of the five powerful Rosier cousins and
the women who win their hearts. A Wish Upon Jasmine, book two in Florand’s addictive new series, La Vie
en Roses. “Explosive, sensual, and utterly sweet” (Eloisa James).
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travel agency upon return and strict professionalism at sea. Isobel cautiously agrees but soon realizes
“strict” and “professional” are not how she would describe her feelings for the irresistible duke. As their
adventure sweeps them to the shores of Iceland and beyond, can temptation and growing trust give way to
the magic of wild, passionate love?
A Wish Upon the Stars - TJ Klune 2018
Sam of Wilds emerges from the Dark Woods to find the dark wizard Myrin has overthrown the kingdom. But
a brave knight, a defiant prince, a pissed-off unicorn, and a half-giant have formed a resistance in Sam's
name.
Until the Stars Fall - Abigail Kade 2018-04-26
Fairpoint, Alabama is a quiet coastal town nestled in the heart of the deep south. Over the years, the
vibrant art community has attracted an eclectic group of residents who are proud to call this small haven
on the Gulf Coast home. Come visit this small eccentric town known as the pride of lower Alabama and
enjoy the tales of the men who call this lovely place home.Working in his aunt's design firm as a commercial
architect and interior designer, Ladd Eldridge has lived his life since the age of 15 to perfection. As long as
he has control over every aspect of his life, he won't have to remember all the years he was neglected,
hungry and virtually raising his younger brothers by himself. With a father he barely remembered and a
negligent mother who eventually abandoned them for her latest drinking buddy, his childhood was nothing
but poverty and struggle until they were brought to Fairpoint and reunited with his father's family. Ladd
keeps a tight grip on his world to ruthlessly avoid the chaos of his childhood, but his greatest wish is to
have a home and family with someone special. He needs to find a man who will make him feel loved and
convince him it's finally safe to let go.Connor McDaniel is still licking his wounds from the spectacular
failure of his last relationship. He had already bought a ring and was mentally planning their future family
when his boyfriend of 2 years left him without a backward glance. Connor took the job overseeing the
renovation of a historic building in Fairpoint for his family's company, to get as far away from his ex and his
glorious new life as possible. He'll regroup and turn his vision of his own Scottish pub into reality. He's
been looking for the perfect building to make his dream come true and if he can't have his personal life
succeed, he's determined to make his work successful. But Connor is still a closet romantic and all he's ever
wished for was a man to love and protect who will help him create a family of his own.Ladd and Connor
both gazed longingly at the same stars and made their heartfelt wishes, never knowing that when their
stars fell, their wishes really could come true.
Fairytales from Verania - TJ Klune 2021
New York Times bestselling author TJ Klune invites you back to the land of Verania in a new collection of
short stories starring the beloved characters from the Tales of Verania series. In the opening story--The
Unicorn in the Tower--Gary is a princess trapped in a stone tower by the evil Lady Tina DeSilva, who plans
on sacrificing him on the first full moon after his eighteenth birthday. With help from his friends--a bird
named Tiggy and a mangy weasel called Sam--Gary interviews potential suitors to rescue him and love him
above all others, as he so rightly deserves. The Unicorn in the Tower is followed by Sam and the Beanstalk,
wherein a poor farm boy exchanges his family's bull for magical beans and the promise of treasure in the
sky. But when he climbs the beanstalk, Sam finds things are not as he expected them to be. The Good Boy
sees Todd and his immaculate ears taking center stage. When Todd's father dies, he leaves his son in the
care of his evil stepmother and two stepsiblings who live to make Todd's life a living hell. It's not until the
household receives an invitation to attend a ball for the mysterious Sir that Todd begins to wish for a life
beyond what he knows. David's Dragon, the final--and only canonical--tale, is set a thousand years before
the rise of the Dark wizard Myrin. It begins simply: a lonely boy in a small village befriends a dragon. What
follows is a story of love and sacrifice, hope and heartbreak, and what it means to earn your place amongst
the stars. Welcome back to Verania. It's going to be a hell of a ride.
Wish Upon a Stray: A Wish Novel - Yamile Saied Méndez 2021-08-03
A heartwarming and authentic immigration story about a stray dog, the power of music, and celebrating old
traditions along with new beginnings, by Pura Belpré Award-winning author Yamile Saied Méndez. María
Emilia's life turns upside-down when she and her family immigrate from Argentina to the US. How can she
make new friends when simply speaking English all day is exhausting? Luckily, she has the company of a

The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith 2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and
opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes
gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and
Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy
McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain
for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor
Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the
beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for
calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage,
passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and
provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the
first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the
last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the
set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
Count the Sheep to Sleep - Philippa Rae 2012-07-01
“Late last night I lay in bed and found I couldn’t sleep. So I scrunched my eyes up tightly and counted
woolly sheep.” In this amusing bedtime story, a little girl decides she must count sheep in order to fall
asleep. Starting at ten, her sheep begin to suffer humorous mishaps as she happily drifts into dreamland.
Each number illustrates sheep flying off in different directions, unable to control their skateboards, the
slippery floor, or their crazy dance moves. Children will laugh and learn in this combination bedtime and
counting book. The sing-songy verse and bright, whimsical illustrations provide a visual counting aid, as
well as entertainment in the moments before bedtime. Count the Sheep to Sleep is sure to help children fall
asleep to their own leaping sheep, transforming bedtime from a struggle into a fluffy white parade!
Wish Upon a Star (Puppy Princess #3) - Patty Furlington 2018-07-31
Two perennial favorites -- dogs and princesses -- combine in this new chapter-book series perfect for fans of
Puppy Pirates and Magic Puppy, but with a dash of princess-y fun! Who says princesses have to be perfect?
Princess Rosie is in charge of organizing the Royal Talent Show! With all of Petrovia rehearsing their
talents, Rosie couldn't be busier. But this year's extra special because Rosie's favorite pop star, Bella
Fierece, is judging! She's a real star, not like Rosie, who's too scared to perform with her best friend,
Cleo.As the big day approaches, Cleo might need Rosie's help after all. Can Rosie overcome her stage fright
and let her inner star shine?
I Won't Go to Bed! - Harriet Ziefert 2005
Unwilling to go to bed, Jake gets to stay up all night, but he discovers that staying awake all night in a quiet
lonely house is not quite the treat he imagined it would be.
When You Wish Upon a Duke - Charis Michaels 2021-08-24
USA Today bestselling author Charis Michaels returns to her Awakened by a Kiss series where overlooked
fairy tale characters get their own happy endings, with a captivating romance about Miss Isobel Tinker and
the duke who makes her believe in magic. All it takes…. After a childhood spent cavorting around Europe
with a dangerous crowd, Miss Isobel Tinker has parlayed her experience and language skills into a safe,
reliable life. Working as a clerk in Mayfair’s Everland Travel Shop, she dreams of someday owning her own
travel agency and has vowed never to leave the familiar shores of England ever again. When a handsome
duke arrives at her doorstep, she realizes her staid existence is about to take flight. …is faith and hope
Jason “North” Beckett, the Duke of Northumberland, desperately needs a travel guide. He’s inherited a
dukedom but has a final mission for the Foreign Office—rescuing his wayward cousin from Nordic pirates.
Isobel Tinker is the ideal translator, discreet and unknown, but she’s also uncooperative, stubborn, and
disarmingly beautiful. And a little bit of trust In exchange for her help, North promises Miss Tinker her own
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stray dog in the neighborhood, who happens to look and act just like her beloved pet cat back home.
Eventually, it turns out the pup isn't a stray after all -- she belongs to María Emilia's new neighbor,
Donovan. In order to spend more time with the dog (who totally isn't her reincarnated cat... right?), she
agrees to sing in Donovan's band. But can Emilia find her new voice without losing herself?
The Lightning-Struck Heart - TJ Klune 2015-07-20
"Once upon a time, in an alleyway in the slums of the City Of Lockes, a young and somewhat lonely boy
named Sam Haversford turns a group of teenage douchebags into stone completely by accident. Of course,
this catches the attention of a higher power, and Sam's pulled from the only world he knows to become an
apprentice to the King's Wizard, Morgan of Shadows. When Sam's fourteen, he enters the Dark Woods and
returns with Gary, the hornless gay unicorn, and a half-giant named Tiggy, earning the moniker Sam of
Wilds. At fifteen, Sam learns what love truly is when a new knight arrives at the castle-- Knight Ryan
Foxheart, the dreamiest dream to have ever been dreamed. Naturally, it all goes to hell when Ryan dates
the reprehensible Prince Justin, Sam can't control his magic, a sexually aggressive dragon kidnaps the
Prince, and the King sends them on an epic quest to save Ryan's boyfriend, all while Sam falls more in love
with someone he can never have. Or so he thinks" -- page 4 of cover.
Wish Upon a Star - Patty Furlington 2018-07-31
Two perennial favorites, dogs and princesses, combine in this new chapter book series perfect for fans of
Puppy Pirates and Magic Puppy, but with a dash of princess-y fun!
Lucky Stars #1: Wish Upon a Friend - Phoebe Bright 2012-07-01
Wishes really do come true! Cassie is so excited to turn seven! She knows it's a special day, but she has no
idea what kind of magic is in store. . . . On her birthday, Cassie is whisked away on a magical adventure in
the sky. She's going to become a Lucky Star -- someone who makes wishes come true! Every time she helps
grant a wish, she'll collect a charm for her sparkly new bracelet. But these are no ordinary charms. Each
one gives Cassie a different magical power! Can Cassie earn all seven charms and become a true Lucky
Star?
Half Magic - Edward Eager 1999
Faced with a dull summer in the city, Jane, Mark, Katharine, and Martha suddenly find themselves involved
in a series of extraordinary adventures after Jane discovers an ordinary-looking coin that seems to grant
wishes.
Night Night Book - Marianne Richmond 2011-05-01
Night night sky. Night night moon. Dear tomorrow, see you soon! The perfect way to wrap up a day with
your child, The Night Night Book is an adorable bedtime story that helps kids and parents bid farewell to
the day, settle in for the night, and rest up for a new tomorrow. The Night Night Book is sure to become a
new bedtime classic. Marianne Richmond is the bestselling author and illustrator of numerous beautiful
books for parents and children to share. She creates emotional and thoughtful stories that children of any
age will appreciate now and forever.
Get a Good Night's Sleep! - Katie Marsico 2017-12-13
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Get a Good Night's Sleep! focuses on sleeping habits while discussing
steps children can take to practice healthy lifestyles. Readers are introduced to why a bedtime is important,
the sleep cycle, and routines to follow in order to get a good night's sleep. Callouts prompt inquiry, further
thinking, and close examination of photographs. Additional text features and search tools, including a
glossary and an index, help students locate information and learn new words.
Wish Upon a Star - Andrea Posner-Sanchez 2013-01-08
Features the Disney princesses, including Cinderella, Tiana, and Aurora, as their wishes and dreams come
true, in a glow-in-the-dark storybook.
Story Time for Lamb - Michael Dahl 2011
Little Lamb picks out a favorite book to read at bedtime.
Turn Off That Light! - John Crossingham 2015-10-13
Hedgehog just wants to get some sleep. So, please, won't you stop turning on the light?
A Destiny of Dragons - TJ Klune 2017-06-30
Life is good for wizard Sam of Wilds and Knight Commander Ryan Foxheart, until Sam's grandmother,
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leader of the gypsy clan, comes to the City of Lockes with a dire prophecy.
Bright Sky, Starry City - Uma Krishnaswami 2015-05-01
A little girl and her father have an opportunity to appreciate the wonders of the night sky. Phoebe helps her
dad set up telescopes on the sidewalk outside his store. It’s a special night — Saturn and Mars are going to
appear together in the sky. But will Phoebe be able to see them with all the city lights? Raindrops begin to
fall, followed by lightning and thunder. Phoebe is filled with disappointment as she and her father hurry
inside to wait out the storm. But suddenly the power fails and then, amazingly, the rain and clouds
disappear. Phoebe and her dad and all kinds of people spill into the street. And there, in the bright night
sky, the splendor of the planets and a multitude of stars are revealed for all to see. An illustrated afterword
includes information about the solar system, planetary conjunctions and rings, moons, telescopes and light
pollution. A glossary and recommended further reading are also included. Correlates to the Common Core
State Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.3 Describe characters, settings, and
major events in a story, using key details. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.1 Ask and answer such questions as
who, what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text. CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.2.7 Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
The Consumption of Magic - T. J. Klune 2017-11-20
Sam of Wilds and his band of misfits travel to the mountains in the North to convince the remaining
dragons to stand against Myrin. Along the way, Sam learns secrets of the past that will change the course
of the future.
Good Night, Kitty Kitty! - Brenda Ponnay 2018-11-01
A Crazy Cat is Not Ready for Bed It's time for bed, but Kitty Kitty wants to stay awake. Simple sentences
follow a little girl as she tries to get her cat to settle down for the night.
Olga the Cloud goes to Bed - Nicoletta Costa 2018-01-15
Time for Olga to Sleep It's time for Olga the Cloud to go to bed. She wants to say goodnight to all her
friends before she sleeps. WIll she be able to tell everyone "Goodnight"? Get little ones ready for bed with
this sweet and short bedtime story. This book is part of the Olga the Cloud series. Each 12-page story
features the charming cloud in simple situations, perfect for teaching babies and toddlers. Olga the Cloud
stories were originally published in Italian and are now brought to English audiences in ebook editions. Xist
Publishing is proud to present the Olga the Cloud Books to a new generation of children. By bringing
beloved stories from diverse cultures to new audiences, Xist Publishing celebrates childhood in all its
beautiful forms. We hope your children will enjoy these stories and discover a lifetime love of reading and
love for all the people and creatures of the world.
Bear, Otter, and the Kid - Tj Klune 2015-11-26
Three years ago, Bear McKenna s mother took off for parts unknown with her new boyfriend, leaving Bear
to raise his six-year-old brother Tyson, aka the Kid. Somehow they ve muddled through, but since he s
totally devoted to the Kid, Bear isn t actually doing much living with a few exceptions, he s retreated from
the world, and he s mostly okay with that. Until Otter comes home. Otter is Bear s best friend s older
brother, and as they ve done for their whole lives, Bear and Otter crash and collide in ways neither expect.
This time, though, there s nowhere to run from the depth of emotion between them. Bear still believes his
place is as the Kid s guardian, but he can t help thinking there could be something more for him in the
world... something or someone. "
When You Wish Upon a Well (Disney Junior: Sofia the First) - Lauren Forte 2016-07-12
Magical things happen wherever Princess Sofia goes! Children ages 2 to 5 will love this Little Golden Book
based on an episode of Disney Junior’s Sofia the First.
Little Hoot - Amy Krouse Rosenthal 2010-07-01
It's not fair! All Little Owl wants is to go to bed at a reasonable hour, like his friends do. But no . . . Mama
and Papa say little owls have to stay up late and play. So Little Owl spends all night jumping on his bed,
playing on the jungle gym, and doing tricks on his skateboard but he's hooting mad about it! Children who
have a hard time going to bed will love this fun twist on the universal dilemma.
Wish Upon a Sleepover - Suzanne Selfors 2018-08-07
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Bestselling author Suzanne Selfors brings heart and humor to this middle grade novel about a group of
misfits who find true friendship where they least expect it. Five misfits. One magical wish. Leilani dreams of
being friends with the most popular girls in her class—the Haileys—who are always throwing awesome
themed sleepovers. She devises a master plan: throw her own sleepover of the century and invite them!
When Tutu, her grandmother, accidentally mails Leilani’s invitations to the DO NOT INVITE list, the best
sleepover in the history of the world becomes the worst. Instead of the Haileys, the only guests are the
three kids Leilani definitely did not want to show up: the neighbor who never speaks, the girl who draws
mean pictures of her, and her farting older cousin. At least her best friend August will be there. Leilani and
her guests decide to make Tutu’s recipe for Sleepover Soup, which requires each of them to collect one
ingredient that has significant meaning in their lives. They embark on a scavenger hunt that reveals
unexpected surprises. What Leilani finds is not what she wanted, but it might just be even better. An
Imprint Book "Big-hearted, fast-paced, and funny." —Kim Baker, author of Pickle "Equal parts
heartbreaking, hopeful and hilarious. It’s impossible not to cheer for these unlikely heroes" —Sara
Nickerson, author of The Secrets of Blueberries, Brothers, Moose & Me "Anyone who’s ever felt different
from the crowd will relish this story of kids who find the magic of being their own unique selves—together."
—Sundee T. Frazier, author of the Coretta Scott King Award-winner Brendan Buckley's Universe and
Everything In It and the Cleo Edison Oliver series "Huzzah for Suzanne Selfors! By turns humorous and
poignant, this terrific book was impossible to put down." —Suzanne Williams, coauthor of the Goddess
Wish Upon a Starfish - Debbie Dadey 2015-09
Includes excerpt from The crook and the crown.
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Wish Upon a Star - Jennifer Sienes 2021-11-09
Wish Upon a Star - Olivia Goldsmith 2014-11-09
An “enchanting” novel of an American woman crossing the pond—and getting more than she bargained
for—from the New York Times bestselling author (Daily Mail). Claire takes the ferry into Manhattan every
day, wishing that life could be as magical as it is in the novels she reads, and hoping she’ll catch a glimpse
of sexy lawyer Michael at work. One day, out of the blue, Michael offers her a trip to London, all expenses
paid, and Claire’s fortunes take an extraordinary about-turn. Crossing the Atlantic, a whole new world
opens up for Claire. Finally, she can revel in all the delights London has to offer a girl with a fresh spring in
her step. The streets may not be paved with gold, but they are rich with opportunity. But happily-ever-after
isn’t easy, even in fairytales—especially when a very strait-laced Englishman seems determined to block
your efforts at every turn . . . Praise for Olivia Goldsmith and her bestselling novels “What a great feeling to
fall into the capable hands of Olivia Goldsmith. The author of The First Wives Club and Bestseller always
serves up believable characters in slightly outlandish situations in a mixture that makes highly entertaining
reading.”—People “Full of wisecracks, and gossip . . . Olivia Goldsmith can keep you
reading.”—Cosmopolitan “A gorgeous witty story . . . It’s Sex and the City and more.”—Australian Woman’s
Day “Goldsmith hands out her characters’ rewards and comeuppances like Jane Austen dealing blackjack . .
. You keep licking your fingers and reaching for the next page as if it were another potato
chip.”—Newsweek
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